Introduction
The ADSS computer code is basically a modified version of the A/D 6600 ("SNORTER") code written by David Schreiber and Robert Veilleux. The structure of the ADSS program allows much versatility in its application. It is essentially a family of subroutines headed by a main subroutine; specialized sub routines for input, analysis, display, etc., may be added to the code to increase its capabilities. For example, by adding a subroutine which reads data points from cards, any of the operations available in the ADSS code may be applied to a series of discreet amplitudes punched in cards.
The ADSS code is stored on magnetic tape and is operational on both the CDC-6600 and -7 600 machines.
Instruction numbers in this class are:
22 -rewind input device 23 -space over data records 24 -space over data files 25 -backspace over data files 27 -unload data tape 28 -destroy input disk file 32 -read digital data 34 -save data The digitized data produced by the A/D converter is grouped into data records. Each record consists of 27 scans, 11 words per scan, and 36 binary bits per word. The 11 words «f each scan consist cf one time word followed by 10 data words. The time word has the following bit pattern:
Ignore
Hours Minnies Seconds Millisecs 1/lOm.s. 5 bits 5 6 6 10 4 bits
The 36 bits of each data word contain three 12-bit data points. Because two bits are ignored, the number of possible values each data point may assume is 2 = 1024. When unpacked and converted to 60-bit data points, these values are interpreted decimally as -511 to 511, inclusive. The data records are grouped by end-of-file (EOF) marks, and the read unit must be positioned at the beginning of the data file to be read. To accomplish this, the input device may be spaced forward over data records (Instr. 23) or data files (Instr. 24), backspaced over data files (Instr. 25) or rewound (Instr. 22). Finally, Instr, 27 unloads the magnetic tape from the read unit, or if the input is from disk, the input disk file is destroyed by Instr. 26.
-3-Instruction 32 searches the scans of successive data records until the initial time word which is greater than or equal to the input begin-read-time is found. The average increment between the 27 time words of the record io which this first time word belongs is computed, and then compared with each of the 26 increments. If fewer than three increments deviate more than 0.001 seconds from the average, the time-per-point (TPP) is computed (in seconds) by dividing the average time word increment by the number of data points sampled from each scan. However, if three or more errant increments are found, the next data record is used to compute TPP. The data points are read, un packed, sampled, and stored, until the first time word greater than the input end-readtime (or an EOF mark) is encountered. If the EOF has not been reached, the input device is then spaced up to and over the EOF mark.
Bach digitized data record produces, after removal of time words, 810 60-bit data points. Memory allocations are sufficient to store 25 records, or 20250 data points in the DATA array. If more than 25 records are to be stored, then the code automatically creates a disk f ile with a capacity of 81000 points, or 100 records. If created, this disk file will be automatically destroyed when the job is terminated with Instr. 16. For lengthy spans of da?,-, the sampling rate must be used to limit the number of stored points.
Because each use of Instr. 32 destroys the previous contents of the DATA array, Instr. 34 may be used to save the contents of any of the multiplexed channels. A disk file (SAVEFILE) is automatically created to save tins desired channels, and automatically destroyed when Instr. 16 is called.
CALIBRATION AND SCALING

Instruction numbers in this class are:
35 -read calibration parameters 36) j -calculate calibration parameters
-scale data
To convert the data points from digital counts to their engineering units, the calibration parameters CALOW and CALPK must be set. This may be done by reading the calibration data file into the DATA array (Instr. 32), and then using Instrs. 36 or 37 to calculate CALOW and CALPK. However, if no calibration signal is available, the parameters may be assigned values using Instr. 35.
Once the parameters CALOW, CALPK, and ACOR (Instr. 5) are set, the test data may be read into the DATA array (Instr. 32) and scaled using Instr. 38. After the data is scaled, it may be necessary to pre-process it before performing any cross-correlation or Fourier analysis. The mean and/or linear trend is removed from the data by Instr. 39, and Instr. 47 tapers the tails of the data. The data can be altered by a constant value using Instr. 48, and pairs of channels are combined arithmetically using Instrs. 53 and 55.
The direct cross-correlation of specified channel pairs is performed Ly Instr. 44. Instruction 45 Fourier transforms the data, and if desired, the spectral results are saved in disk iiles, whose names are supplied by the user. If these saved spectral results are then read into the DATA array (Instr. 31), further manipulation is possible. Spectral channel pairs may be multiplied or divided by Instr. 56. This instruction may also be used to form the convolution or cross-correlation product, which when inverse transformed (Instr. 45) gives the indirect convolution r,r cross-correlation function. Finally, Instr. 50 weights the spectral data of specified channels, and when the weighted data is inverse transformed (Instr. 45), frequency filtering is performed.
DATA DISPLAY
Instruction numbers in this class are:
60
-data printing 61 -set grid type 62 -set max. and min. axis values 63-67 -data plotting
68
-spectral plotting At any stage of the data processing, the contents of the DATA array may be printed or plotted. Instruction 60 is used to print the contents of specified channels (those with nonzero ICOR value) on the nigh speed printer (HSP).
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The CRT plotting of data channels is performed by Instrs. 63-67, and if the channels contain spectral data, they may be plotted using Instr. 68. At any time, the type of grid being plotted may be altered by using Instr. 61, and the maxi'aum and minimum axis values may be set by Instr. 62.
All plots contain a header label consisting of the ID label read by Instr. 6, and the channel number set by Instr. 4.
DISK FILE TRANSPORT
26 -transports files to data tape 29 -destroys files 30 -demultiplexes channels to files 31 -reads files to channels In addition to those disk files automatically created and named by the code (e. g., Inst -s. 32 and 34), others, whose names are supplied by the user, may be needed, and are called "user-named" disk files. These files may be created by Instr. 45, if saving the transformed results is requested, or by Instr. 30, which demultiplexes data channels into disk files. Instruction 30 may also be used to perform progressive interpolation on the contents of any data channel, by specifying the desired new time increment.
User-named spectral disk files may be transported between the disk and the data tape by Instr. 26. This can be used to do additional filtering of the data, without needing to regenerate the spectrums.
The contents of user-named disk files can be read into specified channels using Instr. 31, whereby the previous contents of all data channels are lost. Hence, any disk files to be processed together must be read into channels using a single call to Instr. 31.
The responsibility of destroying all user-named disk files belongs to the user (it is not done automatically), and is performed by Instr. 29.
UTILITY AND DEBUG Instruction numbers in this class are:
13 -repeat instructions 17 -non-terminal dump 18 -timing routine The ADSS code is structured for production analysis, and much user time can be saved by writing, whenever possible, instruction loops into the instruction string.
Instruction 13 will execute a specified sub-string of instructions an assigned number of times, and requires the writing of the sub-string only once by the user.
Instruction 18 can be called both t.efore and after a sub-string of instructions to calculate the time required for the execution of that sub-string.
When debugging, Instr. 17 should be used to print a memory dump on the HSP. Control will then be returned to the main subroutine, to continue execution. 
Instruction Descriptions
Initialization
The label library is initially blank.
INSTRUCTION NO. 2 Function
Reads a data card specifying which of the X-axis labels read by Instr. 1 are to be used with each channel being plotted. This number is called the IXT value for each channel.
Format for Data Card (3012)
Bach channel is allotted 2 columns on the data card in which the number of the X-axis label for that channel is designated.
Example: To assign the 4th, 2nd, and 10th X-axis labels to the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd channels, respectively, Instr. 2 is used with the cL.ca card. Bach channel is allotted 2 columns on the data card in which the number of the Y-axis label for that channel is designated.
Example: To assign the 2nd, 3rd, and 8th Y-axis labels to the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd channels, respectively, Instr. 3 is used with the data card: Function Reads a data card specifying the channel number (or ICOR value) to be assigned >.o each channel. This number appears on the heading of the plots, and also designates to several other instructions (e. g., 36, 45, 63) which channels, by their nonzero ICOR value, are to be processed. Negative ICOR values are not allowed.
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Format for Data Card (3012)
Each channel is allotted 2 columns on the data card in which the ICOR value for that channel is assigned.
Example: To assign the channel numbers 1, 2, and 5 to the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd channels, respectively, then Instr. 4 would be used, with the data card: Reads, from one to four data cards, the ACOR value to be assigned to each channel. These values are in engineering units, and are used by Instr. 38 to scale the data. 
Operation
The system routine EXIT is called after any disk files automatically created and named by the code are destroyed. 
The system routine OCDUMP is called, and is currently available only on the CDC-6600 computer.
Initialization
None required.
INSTRUCTION NO. 18
Function
Prints the elapsed machine time charged (in seconds) since the last call to this instruction, and is used to time the execution of any instruction string.
Operation
The system routine OOTIM is called.
Initialization
The first call to this instruction initializes the timing routine, and the elapsed time is computed on subsequent calls.
INSTRUCTION NO. 21 Nl Function
Loads (assigns) the digital data tape and sets its density, or opens the input data disk file, depending on the value of Nl. The vault number of the tape or the name of the disk file is read from a data card.
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for input data disk file. Nl = 0 for 200 BPI data tape. Nl = I for 556 BPI data tape. Nl = 2 for 800 BPI data tape.
Format for Data Card (A10)
Whether using an input tape vault number, or disk file name, both must be right justified in the first 10 columns of the data card.
Example: The input data is recorded at 800 BPI on the tape with vault number AC317. Then the instruction 21 2 is used, and the data card appears as:
Columns 123456789 10 Reads data card, creates the specified disk file, demultiplexes the contents of the specified channel, performs progressive interpolation on the data if a new time increment is requested (and data Is non spectral), stores the data in the disk file ; and closes it.
Only one channel may be stored in any one file at a time.
Initialization
INSTRUCTION NO. 31 Nl Function
Stores specified portions of the contents of Nl user-named disk files intoNl separate multiplexed channels. The Nl file names, channel numbers, read intervals, and sampling rates are read from Nl data card(s).
- Blank.
Operation
Performs the following process Nl times: Reads data card containing the name of a file, a read interval, a sampling rate, and the number of a channel to be filled. The file is opened, the contents read over the specified interval at the sampling rate, and stored in the designated channel. The file is then closed. The previous contents of all channels is lost when this instruction is called. If the files contain spectral data, the number of points »-ead in is always of the form 2+2, for some positive integer n. Initialization NCHANS must be preset.
INSTRUCTION NO. 32
Function Reads a data card containing a sampling rate, and the endpoint times of a read interval. Using the corresponding endpoint time words of the digital data file, the data points in that interval are then read, unpacked, sampled, and stored (in multiplex form) in the DATA array. A time per point (in seconds) is computed, and the input and actual time interval endpoints are printed on the HSP.
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Operation
If more than 20,250 data points are to be stored, then a disk file of length 81,000 (or whatever length set by Instr. 14) is created, and all data points are stored in it. Any excess points to this file are lost.
The sampling rate determines the ratio of the number of data points read to the number that are stored in the DATA array. Thus, if the sampling rate is specified as unity, every data point read will be stored. After completion of the read, the input device is spaced up to and over the next EOF mark. Channel N2 of DATA sent to channel N3 of DATA.
On the first call to Ihstr. 34, unless Nl = 4, the disk file SAVEFILE is automati cally created. The number of points in each channel stored there is recorded. Then, when later transferring a SAVEFILE channel to a DATA channel, either the SAVEFILE channel or all DATA channels may be truncated to equalize their lengths. The number of complex points transformed is 2 , for some n < 13: if N4 = 0, n is computed by the code; if N4 > 0, then n = N4.
That portion of the power spectrum (forward transform) or impulse response (inverse transform) defined over the interval N5 to N6 units is plotted.
If saving the results is requested (N3 = 2 or N3 = -2), then for each channel processed, a data card naming a disk file is read (one channel per disk file). (s) (A10, A10,2A10,_A6,4X,I5^I5) Required only if N3 = 2 or N3 = -2; then one data card is needed for each channel processed.
Format for Data Card
Columns
1-10 File name (right adjusted in field). 11-20
Data type (optional).
21-40
Event name (optional).
41-46 Station name (optional). 47-50
Blank.
51-55
Channel number.
56-60
Processing status (must be 10 if spectral results, otherwise optional).
61-80
Blank. Alters by a constant the data of those channels Nl through N2 whose ICOR value is nonzero, according to the value of N3:
Operation
Multiplies by a constant. N3 = 2 Adds a constant.
The constants are read from data cards.
Format for Data Card(s) (8F10.0)
Each channel {NCHANS in number) must be assigned a constant, and each is allotted 10 columns on the data card for that purpose. Up to eight channels are assigned values on each data card.
Initialization ICOR values must be preset.
INSTRUCTION NO. 5u Nl N2
Function
Weights the spectral data of those channels Nl through N2 whose ICOR value is nonzero. The weighting function is generated using the Dolph-Chebyshev (D-C) function, and an idea! filter specified on data cards. The power spectrum and impulse response of the weighting function are plotted.
Format for Data Cards
Parameter Card (15,15, 5 t 15, F10.0) Columns 1-5 Type of ideal filter (1 -lowpass, 2-highpass, 3 -bandpass, 4 -differentiate). 6-10
No. of points (NOP) used to define ideal filter. N 11-15 N, where P = 2 is the number of points to be generated by the Dolph-Chebyshev function.
16-25
Pass band width of D-C function (Nyquists).
26-80
-26-Ideal Filter Card(s) (3F8.0. 3F8.0, 3F8.0)
The ideal filter is defined by NOP triplets (frequency, amplitude, and phase), each with format 3F8.0, and up to 3 triplets per data card. For standard pass bands, only two triplets are needed, to specify the corners of the pass band.
Note: If the ideal filter type number 4 (differentiator) is specified, this in struction expects columns 6-10 to contain a zero (NOP = 0), and no_ ideal filter cards are read.
Operation
The weighting function is generated by using the "5-T's" method. Additional 3 information concerning the use of this instruction is given by Denny. If division by zero is attempted (divisor has zero amplitude), the result is sat equal to the previous quotient (or zero, if the previous quotient is not available).
Initialization
The channels must contain spectral data. The grid parameter can be set and reset only by this instruction, and affects all plot instructions.
The grid type is preset to full grid lines and linear X and Y axis (Nl = 5).
INSTRUCTION NO. 62 Nl Function
Determines, according to the value of Nl, how the minimum ar a maximum values for the X and Y axes of the plots are to be defined: Nl = 0 The min. and max. values for both axes will be determined from the data to be plotted. No. data cards are read. Nl = 1 Reads the min. and max. values for the X-axis; those for Y-axis are determined from data. Nl = 2 Reads the min. and max. values for the Y-axis; those for X-axis are determined from data. Nl = 3 Reads the min. and max. values for both axes. 
Operation
The minimum and maximum values set by Instr. 62 affect only those plots generated by Instrs. 63-67, and will be used until this instruction is called again. If the minimum and maximum values of a channel are left blank on the data cards, these values will be determined from the data of that channel.
Initialization
The minimum and maximum values are initially determined from the data (i. e., Nl = 0). NCHANS must be preset.
INSTRUCTION NO. 63
Function Plots, against time, the contents of all those channels whose ICOR value is non zero. A separate plot is generated for each of the selected channels. 
Function
Plots, against time, the contents of Nl specified channels on one CRT frame. A data card specifying the Nl channels is read.
Format for Data Card (3012)
A maximum of 30 channels may be listed, each in a two column field. 
Initialization
The ICOR, KT, and IYT values for the first channel specified are used, and must be preset.
INSTRUCTION NO. 68
Function Plots, against frequency, the power spectrum (decibels) and phase shift (degrees) of all those spectral channels whose ICOR value is nonzero. Two plots are generated for each of the selected channels.
Initialization
The channels must contain spectral data. ICOR values must be preset.
Spaces over an assigned number of records on the data tape or disk file. Spaces over an assigned number of files on the data tape or disk file. Backspaces over an assigned number of files on the data tape or disk file.
Transports user-named spectral disk files between disk and data tape. Unloads data tape. Destroys input data disk file. Destroys specified user-named disk files.
Demultiplexes specified channels and stores them in user-named disk files.
Reads contents of specified user-named disk files, and stores in specified multiplexed channels. Reads data from digital tape or input disk file. Transports specified data channel, in multiplexed format, between DATA array and "SAVE" disk file.
Reads calibration parameters {CALOW and CALPK) for each channel. 
67
Plots specified channels versus time on one CRT frame. 68
Plots the power spectrum and phase shift of specified spectral channels versus frequency. Tables I and 2 describe the contents of the digitized magnetic tape (vault number AC319) to be analyzed. The sample program will read, scale, plot, auto-correlate, Fourier analyze, and filter the A/D channel number 1. The sine wave calit ration signal is in data file number 1, and the event signal will be read from the fourth data file of the tape. Figure 1 shows a numbered listing of the 35 cards of the input deck used to run this job. Identifies the user account, problem name, user name, and box number. Specifies the vault number of the data tape. Specifies the vault number of the tape on which the ADSS code is stored. Reads the ADSS code into memory from the specified tape.
SAMPLE PROGRAM
Instruction String and Supplemental Data Cards
Bach of the instructions has been space delimited to assist in its identification. The CRT output produced by thig job is shown on the pages following the instruc tion descriptions. "v£ ::; sxcrss -41-
